Renewable
Jonathan Lee

“Years are threats that libraries oppose.”
- Ander Monson

Artist’s Statement

A long standing mission of the library is to gather and preserve information, artifacts,
and data in order to make them available for future use. The contemporary library
however, must be more than just a repository. Due to its unique place between the
analog and digital world, it must be concerned with both the legacy of history and the
pace of technology. It functions as both an information access point and a community
center; a place for discovery, congregation, contemplation, interaction, opportunity,
debate, escape, entertainment, and research. In order to accomplish this, many libraries have decreased their shelf space in favor of more open, usable space and
new digital platforms. This has led many to discard books containing ephemera, marginalia, inscriptions, bookplates, and other unique pieces of historical data, many of
which are associated with the history of the institution that collected them.
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Virginia Commonwealth University recently opened an
expanded Cabell Library that embraces this new model. In
order to both make and construct new space, the library’s
physical materials were systematically shifted, sorted, and
purged. This provided me with a wealth of discarded objects and records that seemed to have a unique presence
and identity of their own. Due date slips and other forms
of library ephemera are historical documents, showing our
interactions with the library, its materials, and services over
the course of decades. Each stamp or mark signifies an
encounter, proof of a community engaging with information and culture. These hand marked
materials are also mysterious. I’ve found myself drawn to the secret histories these items
possess; where they’ve been, who used them, for what purpose. Every exchange had the
potential to be transformative. I obsessively collected artifacts and ephemera from this renovation, without clear purpose, but with an interest in renewing their previous importance through
exploring the library’s past, present, and future.
In 2015, I began making blind contour drawings with my
non-dominate hand, focusing on quick gestures and movements while inviting chance to be a part of the work. The
results were often organic and botanical; an outcome I did
not expect. They too were mysterious, not unlike the due
date slips with their overlapping stamps and marks. I eventually combined my new practice with the Cabell materials,
making crude floral arrangements from due date slips using
a combination of weak hand contour drawing and collage.
This practice channels and processes the history, beauty,
ugliness, and possibility of both the ephemera and ourselves. Deliberate and unconscious
choices are made while interacting with the source material, creating works that are both highly
personal and representative of our individual and collective experiences with books.
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Libraries are a renewable resource. Every day, they provide us with access to countless
possibilities. Past information is made new through the lens of our own experience during
our moment in history. In each floral arrangement I’ve made, there are words, numbers,
and marks that aren’t fully revealed as well as things we all recognize. This is a reflection of our own experiences looking through library shelves or searching for information.
There are things we recognize and others we don’t; things we don’t notice or understand, as well as things we will come to understand. Flowers are flexible symbols, used
to represent everything from love to loss, innocence to desire, life to death. They’re used
to celebrate and commemorate, vehicles of sentiments both fleeting and enduring. The
blooms of spring signal rebirth and renewal, as do the flowers in my work. On the slips,
each unique date marks an idea being planted. Each flower is the result of the imagination in bloom. Though I’m not directly invoking the language of flowers, I am encouraging
the viewer to explore their symbolic associations outside any specific species.
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Through the metamorphosis of recognizable materials and images, I’m attempting to connect
the everyday with the extraordinary. By releasing them from their intended context, I’m allowing
them to be perceived in new ways while still maintaining their past associations and historical
information. This work is about rebirth through intellectual encounters. By exploring the content, history, and physicality of these materials I hope to ignite a discussion about the different
relationships we all have with information: how we access it, how we use it, how it informs our
future. By altering the original form and purpose of this ephemera, I hope to show how information and culture can be rediscovered and renewed, specifically in a digital age where these
documents may be no longer necessary. – Jonathan Lee
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Laser Etched Birch Veneer
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About Fenwick Gallery

A SPACE FOR INQUIRY

OUR GOALS

George Mason University Libraries provides a hybrid,
walk-through exhibition space in Fenwick Library to
enhance and enrich teaching, learning and culture at
the University. This space highlights Mason Libraries’
resources together with original visual and multi-media
work.

•

Promote the Libraries’ collections and encourage
scholarly and cultural inquiry at George Mason
University

•

Focus on research and scholarship at/of George
Mason University

Exhibit themes emphasize facets of the Libraries’
collections, research interests of Mason faculty, students and staff, Mason’s curriculum and local cultural
initiatives. Fenwick Gallery is dedicated to exhibiting
high quality works by students, faculty, staff and other
emerging and experienced artists that highlight aspects of the Libraries’ collections.

•

Collaborate and engage with relevant Mason faculty to incorporate and/or embed gallery exhibitions
into course instruction

•

Stimulate intellectual and creative reflection
through visual and multi-media exhibitions, discussions, etc.

•

Promote the Libraries’ academic and cultural mission

•

Support the Libraries’ development program and
goals

For more information, visit: fenwickgallery.gmu.edu
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